
Fire Damage Investigations

We are proud that our extensive experience investigating fire related incidents 
in structures of all types has helped our clients get back to focusing on their 
business, facility, or construction project after an unexpected event occurs.  
If you are currently recovering from a fire, we’re here to help. Contact the 
experts at CTLGroup by visitng CTLGroup.com/Contact for more information.

www.CTLGroup.com
Emergency Response: (847) 556-2670

CTLGroup has over 100 years of experience providing forensic investigations for 
fire damaged concrete structures. Our expert engineers, architects, and material 
scientists are available 24/7 and are supported by a fully staffed physical, 
chemical, and microscopy laboratory to evaluate the extent and damage to 
affected structures. 

Fire exposure can:
• Decrease compressive strength of concrete
• Decrease modulus of elasticity of steel reinforcing 
• Change the physical properties of concrete and aggregates
• Damage concrete cover through spalling and cracking
• Reduce fire resistivity 

With a 60,000 square foot laboratory and a global consulting reach, CTLGroup is 
uniquely qualified to provide insight and solutions for complex fire related events.

Engineering Evaluation

CTLGroup forensic engineers are experts in conducting thorough investigations 
of fire-affected structures as soon as it is safe to do so. Damage will be classi-
fied and areas exhibiting damage will be mapped. Cores will be taken from lo-
cations that exhibit the worst damage, intermediate damage, and no damage. 
Unaffected concrete and masonry provide useful references for the original 
condition of the structure. 

Laboratory

Petrographic examination is a vital part of fire damage investigation. It quick-
ly reveals the extent of damage, assesses the condition of the remaining 
concrete, and determines the temperatures reached by the concrete at 
different depths. Engineers can use this information to focus additional sam-
pling and to develop repairs.

Mechanical Testing

Compressive strength and modulus of elasticity determination are performed 
on suitable core samples to assess the residual engineering properties of the 
concrete. Metallurgical testing is conducted on lengths of exposed reinforce-
ment or reinforcement embedded at depths determined to have been affect-
ed by elevated temperatures. These tests provide vital information for the 
engineer to consider in repair design. 

Specialized Consulting

Arson fires and insurance claims require careful documentation of each of 
the investigative steps described above. Critical field sampling may be conduct-
ed by a chemist. Laboratory testing for accelerants will involve specialized 
analytical techniques such as GC-MS, FTIR, and ICP.


